
INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS   954-77L and 954-10 (10 Head)

CAUTION  : Before starting installation,turn off power by removing fuses or connection of extension tubes provided ( See picture 2 ).

turning off circuit breakers,in order to prevent possible shock,turning off power 3. Thread wires upward through tube of fixture body. Pull the wires slightly 

by using the light switch is not sufficient to prevent electrical shock.      in case the wires wind around in the tube.  

GENERAL : All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and 4. Connect tube of fixture body with rail by rotating the tube of fixture body. 

national electrical code ( N.E.C ) standards. If you are unfamiliar with proper 5. Thread wires upward through extension tubes. Pull the wires slightly in case 

electrical wiring connections,obtain the services of a qualified electrician.     the wires wind around in the tube. Connect extension tubes with tube of fixture 

Remove the fixture and the mounting package from the box and make sure     body by rotating the extension tubes. 

that no parts are missing by referencing the illustrations on the installation 6. Screw the swivels to tubes. Remember to make notch of swivel secured 

instruction .     in correct position as shown in the diagram. 

7. Insert nipples of swivels into holes of canopy and fasten with washers and 

1. Connect two sections of arm by sliding one end of arm into the opening     nuts provided,making sure the ground wire washer has been assembled. 

    end of the other arm and fix two sections of arm by 6 set screws 8. Attach the crossbar to the ceiling outlet box with two mounting screws. 

    by hex wrench provided ( See picture 1 ). 9. Attach all BK fixtures wires with BK wire provided ; all WH fixtures wires 

NOTE : If two threaded connector for tubes connection are not      with WH wire provided with wire large wire connector provided. Connect 

 in alignment,loosen the set screws on arm and adjust the arm by       BK supply wire with BK fixture wire ;WH supply wire with WH fixture wire 

 rotation so that two threaded connectors are in alignment.       with wire connectors. Attach Green Ground canopy wire to Ground screw 

 And then rotat the set screws by hex wrench  until they are tight.       on cross bar and connect with Green Ground supply wire with 

2. Remove nuts,washers and swivel in canopy prior to proceeding with       wire connector. 

10. Raise the fixture to the ceiling and secure in place with the ball finial. 

11. Install the recommended bulb by rotating clockwise. 12. Turn on the power

     SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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MOUNTING TO THE CEILING : NOTE : IF MOUNTING TO A WALL,

PLEASE FOLLOW THESE MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

BELOW :

1. When this fixture is supposed to use as a wall fixture,there is no need to 

install swivel on the extension tubes. Just install tube of fixture body with nipple

on the other side of tube of fixture body to canopy and fasten with washers,

nuts provided. 

2. Leave 6" wires for wiring and cut the remaining wires. 

3. Attach the crossbar to the ceiling outlet box with two mounting screws. 

4. Connect BK supply wire with all BK fixutes wires ;WH supply wire with all 

WH fixture wires by using wire connectors ; Connect Ground supply wire 

and Ground fixture wire to Green Ground screw on the cross bar. 

5. Raise the fixture to the ceiling and secure in place with the ball finial. 

6. Remove the head cap by losing the cap set screws by screw driver. 

7. Install the recommended bulb by rotating clockwise. 

8. Recap by rotating cap set screws by screw driver. 

9. Turn on the power. 
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